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INSIDE
THE

PANTS PADDLE

Covered by Manufacturer’s Unconditional Lifetime Warranty! 

BELT 
SLIDE

For the minimalist, Predator’s Belt
Slide Holster is a straight-drop belt

slide with minimal slide coverage. Like
all Predator Holsters, the Belt Slide is
precision formed from Kydex thermo-
plastic using the actual firearm model
for an exact fit to your gun. 
1911s C82-18923 $37.95
Small Frame Glock C82-18924 37.95
Large Frame Glock C82-18925 37.95
Springfield XD C82-18926 37.95

Predator’s Paddle Holster is a straight-
drop holster with full slide coverage.

Like all Predator Holsters, the Paddle
Holster is covered by Predator’s uncon-
ditional lifetime warranty. 
Government Model C82-18927 $49.95
Glock 17, 22 C82-18929 49.95
Glock 19, 23 C82-18928 49.95
Springfield XD C82-18930 49.95

Government Model C82-18933 $49.95
Commander C82-18932 49.95
Officers Model C82-18931 49.95
CZ-75 C82-18940 49.95
Glock 17, 22 C82-18941 49.95
Glock 19, 23 C82-18942 49.95
Glock 26, 27 C82-18943 49.95
Glock 29, 30 C82-18944 49.95
Glock 36 C82-18945 49.95
SIG 220 C82-18938 49.95
SIG 226 C82-18939 49.95
S&W Model 36, 60 C82-18936 49.95
S&W 640, 642 C82-18937 49.95
Springfield XD C82-18934 49.95
XD Compact C82-18935 49.95

PREDATOR HOLSTERSPREDATOR HOLSTERS

defense are spelled out quite clearly in the Second
Amendment. Tens of thousands of infringements
upon that right are spelled out in volumes of legal
obscurantism across the nation. But what all these
regulations boil down to is
very simple: Good people
who obey the law run the
risk of being victimized by
bad people who ignore the
law. No amount of Brady b.s.
can erase the very simple sta-
tistics: the states and cities
with the toughest gun control
laws are the places with the
highest violent crime rates.

What is sorely needed is a
national right-to-carry law,
allowing law-abiding citizens
to exercise their Second
Amendment rights wherever
they happen to be. There is
no reason why a person
licensed to carry in one state
should not be licensed to
carry in every state, just as a
driver licensed in one state may legally drive in all.
And, if an individual has gone through all the
checks needed to obtain a concealed carry

license, there’s no reason why that person should-
n’t be allowed to fly armed. 

Most of our current gun laws are proof, in
black-and-white, that our elected representatives

all too often commit mischief
in an effort to justify their
place in society. The good
thing about gun laws, how-
ever, is that they can be
rescinded. It is not an easy
process, because two great
forces – ego and inertia –
must be overcome. But it can
be done, as witness the late
and unlamented “Assault
Weapons” / High-Capacity
Magazine Ban. There are,
supposedly, between 70 and
80 million gun owners in this
country. At least four million
of us care enough about our
rights to be NRA members.
That’s a start. The next step is
for each of us to get active
and get on our state or feder-

al representatives’ cases. What has been written
into law can be written out of existence. It just
takes effort and persistence. 
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‘There is no reason why a
person licensed to carry

in one state should not be
licensed to carry in every

state, just as a driver
licensed in one state may

legally drive in all’
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